Brand & Identity
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Preparation

Registration
Before we dive in elbows deep, you need to ensure that you’ve decided on your name and
registered it in all the right places and that you have the authority to use said name. This step is
really important to have sorted from the get go as changing your name mid-way through the design
process will automatically reset the process. In most cases it’s not as easy as swapping the words
out, so I stress this step.

Target Market
Think about who your dream customer is and what elements you think that your potential clientele
might be drawn to. Your branding/logo needs to have your personality along with being attractive
to potential customers. As branding is a real perception game it’s so important to get it right from
the get go, as this is not something that you want to be doing again in a year or so because you
find that your brand isn’t connecting with your market. Creating avatars or your ideal client is a great
way to directly target a particular market, creating personas of your ideal client can really help you
brand achieve cut through.
For example my ideal client may be called Aimee – she is 30, looking at ways to start her own
business, she likes pretty, shiny things, going to brunch, passport stamp collecting, real, but
inspirational quotes, she loves music and loves a good podcast, has a love of fashion, photography,
is an avid online shopper, she loves scrolling through the grid for inspo, she appreciates quality, she
loves authentic people, dislikes, fake, mass produced and cookie cutter.
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While you may have more than one avatar or target market this style of thinking will really help
tap into your niche and will help attract your ideal client and set you apart from your competitors.
Always think about who it is that you’re trying to sell to and what they would like to see. But at
the same time be sure that your brand aligns with your core values, there’s not point of selling
something you’re not aligned with or proud of. It’s all about building a brand that people
recognise and trust and following the simple steps that show you’re a legitimate business. Because
at the end of the day if people trust you, and like you, they’re more likely to do business with you. If
they can see that you’ve invested time and money into your business branding and setup they will
feel a lot more comfortable with trusting you with their business.

Creating Avatars
Demographic
Name:
Age:
Sex:
Generation:
Status:
Education:
Location:
Income Bracket:

Interests
Music:
Books:
Fitness and Wellness:
Food and Drink:
Hobbies and Activities:
Sports:
Other:

Behaviour
Digital Activites:
Social media platforms:
Online Shoppers:
Food and Drink:

‘
Traveller:
Other:

People do not buy
goods and services.
They buy relations,
stories and magic!
Seth Godin
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The Right Fit

Style

My design style tends to be simple, modern, yet classic. I generally suggest keeping your logo
simple and adding to the design with the surrounding branding, by adding colour, texture, feel
and tone of voice. This way the logo gets to be the hero and you can change photos and design
elements with the trends without changing your identity. Once you go down the track of an
intricate, design with fine lines and lots of detail and colours, printing across all formats and things
like embroidery can be troublesome.
It’s always good to have a think about how you might use your logo and what printing processes
just to make sure the design is going to work for you. I like to make sure my designs are minimal
for this reason, as I do a lot of letterpress and foiling etc. I rarely use gradients or lots of colour in
a logo design as I know they can’t always be achieved with certain printing processes and I always
keep affordability in mind.
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As much as I’d like to think I look amazing in denim cut offs, deep down, I know this ain’t true
and no matter what I do to try and change that fact, truth is truth, and denim cut offs are not for
everyone.
Still with me? It’s about to pay off…
Finding your dream designer is a bit like my cut off dilemma. Don’t try to wear the shorts because
everyone else is wearing the shorts. Take a stand, do what’s right for you. Get to know who you are
and who your business is and find a designer that suits your style.
Take your time, have a squiz at my projects, ask me questions, decide for yourself if I’m the right
fit for your project. Maybe I am, and maybe I’m not. Because the last thing I want to be doing is
telling you repeatedly to wear the damn cut offs when all you really want is the ball gown.
Pixel Ink Paper Heart
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The Process

Talk / Brief
I get all up in your business, find out your hopes and dreams, see where you’re at and where you
want to be. You then complete a brief, which will give me the inside track as to your personal style/
likes and dislikes and I start to build a solid idea of what will work for you. At this point we also
discuss timelines and deadlines.

Deposit

Research
I take your brief and get busy researching, brainstorming, checking out your brand’s positioning and
get up close and personal with your target audience.
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No one likes talking about the money side of things, but it’s a necessary evil, I can’t maintain this
level of amazingness for free! This is the point where you hand over some dollar dollar bills to
secure your design.

Concept
This is where I do what I do best. Take pencil to paper and mouse to cursor and start designing
based on your brief, my research and your wish list. I’ll then submit to you for review.

Tweaks
Best case scenario – there’s a concept you adore, you don’t need any changes and we can all fist
pump and give each other high fives.
Alternatively, there might be a design that you like, but would prefer to see reworked before you’re
willing to invest in those brand spanking new, foil printed, 600gsm super luxe business cards… so
we lather, rinse, repeat the process until you’re 100% sold.

Finalisation
Once you’re head over heels in L.O.V.E. with your shiny new branding, I take final payment, you
receive your final files and your business is ready to make its final transformation from perfectly
functional caterpillar to badass butterfly and take the world by storm.
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Your brand is what
other people say about
you when you’re not
in the room!
Jeff Bezoz, Amazon
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Inclusions

Vector Logo
A vector file can typically be described as a small, scalable, and editable image that provides
designers infinite freedom when it comes to graphic design and illustration. A true vector file can be
scaled without losing quality, which means the file will appear at exactly the same quality on your
business cards and wide format signage.

Basic Style Guide
A basic style guide has references to any colours, fonts and elements that have been used, to create
your branding. Brand consistency is key to building a brand that people will gorw to trust and
recognise. Simple things like consitently using the same fonts, colour palette, imagery style and
tone of voice at all your touch points will ensure brand consistency and build trust wich shold inturn
lead to business. The basic style guide is the essentials.

Social Media Assets
Good branding should flow through all aspects of your business including your social media. A
social media template is included.

Extras
Available upon request at an additional cost.

Brand Marks
Brand marks are visual images, elements or symbols used to identify a brand and contribute to
building and maintaining its image.

Brand Tone of Voice

Comphensive Style Guide
An add on to the basic style guide. The comprehensive style guide includes further details and
examples of your branding and how to use your elements. A comprehensive style guide would only
be useful if you had a complete design suite.
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Tone of voice is how the character of your business comes through in your words, both written and
spoken. It’s not about what you say, but rather the way that you say it, and the impression it makes
on everyone who reads or hears you. While I consider myself and all round seuperstar, I do not
specialise in this area, I do however, collaborate with some super talented people who are just an
email away.
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The Brief

Business Name:
Date Required by:
New Brand

Re-Brand

What is your product or service:

What is your business in brief:

Who are you selling to:
ie. Business-to-business, government agencies or general public

Who is your target demographic:
Male/Female? Age Bracket? Income?

Who is your ideal client:
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What do they like/dislike, where do they hang out?

What emotions / mood would you like your brand to evoke:

Are there any colours that you would like to see appear in your logo:

Are there any font styles that you would like to see appear in your logo:

What characteristics would you like your brand to portray:
Ie. The values and characteristics which you would like people to associate with the product or service you offer.
Eg. Urban, modern, calm, natural, energetic, happy, luxe, expensive, traditional, classic etc.

What tone of voice do you want to set:
How will you be communicating with your client- casual, real, relaxed, fun or more professional, regulated, informative?

Where is your logo likely to be applied?
Small Print ( Business Cards, flyers etc)

Large Printing (Banners, Signage)

Web / Digital (Website, social media, Tv)

Fabric (Emrboidery, Screen printing)

Do you require more than a logo?
Business Cards, Flyers, Gift Vocuhers, Treatment Menus, Website, Social Media Assets, Information Books, E-books, Style books

Yes

No

Please email designs that you love to kandice@pixelinkpaperheart.com.au
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kandice@pixelinkpaperheart.com.au

pixelinkpaperheart.com.au

0408 656 890
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Squeeze
the day!

